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W

hat is unusual about Yehuda Halevi (1086-1141) is not the
fact that he was both a poet and a philosopher, talents which,
although not antithetical, are not generally found in the same
person, but that in both areas he excelled almost superlatively. While the
poetic muse is said to be an art based upon emotional sensitivity and philosophy upon intellectual acuity, there is a more fundamental element
without which neither poetry nor philosophy would be possible and that
is language itself, spoken and written. It would seem that Yehuda Halevi
was master of that uniquely human and remarkably supple instrument of
expression, our natural languages. These are rule-based yet expandable,
composed of words with fixed lexical meanings yet forming strings of
sentences open to multiple interpretations. Human ingenuity being as it
is, we were, long ago, able to develop language even further and extend
its uses beyond its descriptive function to reach into the aesthetic sphere.
We have learned to exploit the sound and meter of words to compose
poetry and to wed the words to music to the enhancement of both. Early
on, man invented different literary devices such as non-literal figures of
speech, which add to the range and pleasures of communication. One of
the more important and interesting of these is what we call metaphor.
Poets have always couched their sentiments in metaphor to the delight of
their audiences. Prophets and moral teachers, in introducing some new
abstract idea, might resort to a myth or parable, which are forms of metaphor. The value of this literary device is that the idea can be conveyed
more easily and all at once.
How do we define metaphor? In its simplest form it is “when a name
or a phrase is applied to an object or action to which it is imaginatively
but not literally applicable.”1 For example, “The ship plows the sea.”
1
The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Current English (Clarendon Press, Oxford
1990). There is, of course, Aristotle’s description of metaphor: “Metaphor by analogy means this: when B is to A as D is to C then instead of B, the poet will say D
and B instead of D. For instance old age is to life as evening is to day so he will call
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Clearly the word “plow” is not being used in its usual sense. At first the
reader might be puzzled. But soon he imaginatively puts together the
farmer plowing his field and the ship moving through the water, and perceives the similarity, namely, something laboriously making its way, turning up furrows on either side. Such metaphoric use of words and phrases
abounds in the Torah.2 In Rabbinic literature, as well, the use of the
mashal or parable to explicate the text is highly developed.3
the evening “day’s old age” or old age he will call “the evening of life.” (Poetics, XXI,
7-14) For more a comprehensive treatment of metaphor, see Samuel R. Levin, The
Semantics of Metaphor (Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore 1977); Max Block,
Models and Metaphors (Cornell University Press, Ithaca N.Y. 1962).
2
It has long been recognized that the language of the Bible is heavily metaphoric.
“We clearly have to consider the possibility that metaphor is not an incidental ornament of Biblical language, but one of its controlling modes of thought” (Northrop
Frye, The Great Code (Harcourt Brace, N.Y. 1982), 54.
3
In the Books of the Prophets we find instances of metaphor in their highly developed form of parable or simile, which is a narrative of imagined events usually used to
illustrate a moral principle. Here the author invents a story, designing its characters
and their relationships to denote specific counterparts in the real world. The two most
well known examples are the Tale of the Poor Man’s Lamb (I Sam. 12:1-11) and the
Tale of the Vineyard (Isaiah 5:1-4). The parable is used here in order to focus attention upon a certain action or situation, then to elicit a moral judgment and finally to
arouse a particular emotion.
While not exactly poetry, these parables nevertheless possess a clear literary quality.
However, the parables found in Rabbinic literature were composed to provide understanding for certain lacunae they noticed in the Torah text so that they are completely
conceptual. The following, for example, has clear philosophical implications.
And the name of the place is called Massah and Meribah because of the striving
of the Children of Israel and because they tried the Lord, saying, “Is the Lord
among us or not?” Then came Amalek and fought with Israel in Rephidim.
(Ex. 17:7,8)
In seeking a connection between these two verses, the Rabbis suggested that the
attack by Amalek was punishment for what the Israelites did in the previous verse,
namely, “to try the Lord.” But all we read of there is simply an expression of doubt.
“Is the Lord among us or not?” Does that merit such dire punishment? The Rabbis
offered the following parable in explanation:
This may be compared to a man who was carrying his son on his shoulders as
they went on a journey. The son espied an object on the ground and said:
“Father take that thing and give it to me.” The father complied. This happened a second and third time. After a while they met a certain man and the
son said to him: “Have you seen my Father?” Furiously, the father said to the
son, “Don’t you know where I am?” and cast him to the ground, whereupon
a dog came and attacked the son.” (cited by Rashi from Midrash Tanchuma)
What is quite striking in this parable is the length to which it goes in order to portray
the very dependent relationship between Israel and God at this time, in a manner
which enables us to appreciate the utter insensitivity exhibited by Israel in doubting
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Thus, in Moshe’s Farewell shira:
My doctrine shall drip as the rain
My speech shall distill as the dew
As the small rain on the tender grass
And as the later showers upon the herbs (Deut. 32:2)
Here, the poet, speaking in an agricultural society, directly compares his
words to rain and dew in terms of their effect upon vegetation. That is to
say that, just as rain generally has a salutary effect on growing things, so
(hopefully) will my words upon the hearer. However, by using four different terms for the moisture, two for the vegetation and two for His
words, which are matched up with different terms for moisture, the text,
whether so intended by the author or not, invites the reader, familiar with
the process, to perhaps find different effects of each type of rain upon the
different types of vegetation.4 Here, then, is a unique feature of a poetic
metaphor; it can sometimes stimulate the reader to possibly find more in
the metaphor than intended. However, even in this more complex exwhether “the Lord is among us or not.” The very possibility of relationship between
man and God has been a most difficult problem for philosophy, defying easy elucidation. How can there be any contact at all between the finite and the infinite, between
the material and the spiritual let alone an abiding relationship? Yet in order to explain
the text, the Rabbis suggest: “This may be compared to a man who carries his son on
his shoulders.” Now, if you are sitting on someone’s shoulders, surely you are constantly aware of it, not only because you are higher than usual but because, without
even looking, you just feel you are being carried and not standing on your own feet.
Should you argue that after a while a person begins to accept his position as “normal”
and forgets where he is, the parable states that many times the son wanted something
beyond his reach and his father got it for him. How then can you even for a moment
forget where your father is not only because he has been your constant support, but
because he has been supplying your needs! So too for the people of Israel to whom
God has been not only their liberator but constant sustainer in the barren wilderness,
how could they possibly doubt the presence of God among them?
So much for this parable as a solution to a particular textual problem. However,
in terms of the wider implications of this metaphor that Israel as it were is being carried on God’s “shoulders,” it should be noted that the language goes far beyond
another Biblical metaphor, “I bore you on eagles’ wings.” (Ex. 19:4) The suggestion
here is that instead of casting one’s eyes heavenward, in search of God, one should
look down and search inwards, for God is the very ground of your being. We may
have here an early expression of what contemporary thinkers have called “ontological
awareness.”
4
“The Torah which I have given to Israel is life for the world just as this rain is the
source of life for the world.” “Rain brings annoyance to some people while all rejoice
in the dew.” Just as the winds of rain strengthens the blades of grass and cause them
to grow up, so too do the words of Torah elevate those that study them.” (Rashi on
Deut. 32:2)
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ample, the purpose of metaphor still seems to be more ornamental and
playful than substantive.
In studying the work of Yehuda Halevi we find that he made copious use of metaphor which, as a poet, of course, is not surprising. However, more significantly, as a philosopher in his major work Kitab Al
Khazari, in which Judaism is presented in the form of a dialogue between a Rabbi and the King of the Khazars,5 Yehuda Halevi resorts to
metaphor to elucidate three core-concepts of Jewish theology: the relationship between Israel and the nations, the nature of the final redemption, and the rational grounds for Jewish belief. We shall examine this
unusual use so as to learn how well this literary form serves the philosophical pursuit.
Perhaps the bridge between Yehuda Halevi the poet and Yehuda
Halevi the philosopher is to be found in the special form that his philosophy takes in his book Al Khazari, which, as we said, is that of a dialogue.6
This is a form of expression which, in addition to the cognitive content
which is carried by the conversation, leaves room for those with artistic
talent to insert drama and exhibit traits of character. A good example of
this is, of course, the classic Dialogues of Plato. In terms of Halevi, in his
work in general it has been correctly noted that “throughout he displays
the profound sympathy of the artist for everything that touches the heart
of the individual and the soul of his people.”7 However, in regard to our
particular interest in this study, the fact that, in Al Khazari, a Rabbi is
trying to explain some of the basic theological concepts of Judaism to an
intelligent and open-minded interlocutor is an opportunity for Halevi to
enlist the aid of metaphor but this time in a much more creative manner
and to attain a much more serious goal.
Located in the first half of the extended period of the flourishing
of Jewish philosophy, from Saadya (882-942) through Maimonides (11355

The Khazars, whose language and culture was related to that of the Huns and
Turks, formed an organized state on the border between Europe and Asia, between
the Caucasus, the Volga and the Don. Their King Bulan converted to Judaism in
about 740 CE. Their last ruler Joseph corresponded with Hasdai Ibn Shaprut. They
were a power in the region until the middle of the tenth century. Halevi uses the
historic setting of this pagan king searching for religious truth as the framework for
his dialogue.
6
Yehuda Halevi wrote his book Kitab Al Khazari (Book of Argument and Demonstration in Aid of the Despised Faith) in Arabic when he was about 50 years old.
Thirty years after its publication, it was translated into Hebrew by Judah b. Tibbon,
the famous Hebrew translator.
7
Isaak Heinemann, “Jehuda Halevi: Kuzari” in Hans Levy, ed., Three Jewish Philosophers: Philo, Saadya Gaon, Jehuda Halevi (Atheneum, N.Y. 1972) 11, Introduction.
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1204) to Crescas (1340-1410), Halevi (1086-1141) may be said to be the
most Jewish of Jewish philosophers.8 This is so, first, because he belonged
to no philosophic school, neither Aristotelian nor Neo-Platonic, nor Kalam, and secondly because he approached philosophic questions simply as
“a man of learning who wished by the use of rational methods to uphold a
view of the world and Judaism in accordance with the traditions of his
religion.”9 Finally, Halevi is important as a philosopher because, in an age
of religious confusion, he was able to state clearly “the difference between
the God of Abraham and the God of Aristotle. To the God of Abraham
(yhvh) we yearn, tasting and viewing (experience). However, to the God of
Aristotle (Elokim) we draw near through speculation” (Khazari IV:16).
Let us now consider Halevi’s use of metaphor-parables in the order of
their appearance in his book, Al Khazari.10

METAPHOR I
The first occurs at the beginning of the book when the King, after hearing
from a philosopher, a Christian, and a Moslem, asks a Rabbi to present the
Jewish belief. The latter starts by saying he believes in the God of Abraham
and Jacob who led the Children of Israel out of Egypt with signs and
miracles and sent Moses with His Law about which we are told in the
Torah (P. I:11). The King is disappointed with his opening, wondering
why the Rabbi had not spoken rather of the God who created the world.
The Rabbi responds with the following:
19. The Rabbi: If you were told that the King of India was an excellent man commanding admiration, and deserving his high reputation, one whose actions were reflected in the justice which rules his
country and the virtuous ways of his subjects, would this bind you to
revere him?11
8

Guttmann, Philosophies of Judaism, op. cit., 120.
Heinemann, op. cit., 10.
10
The citations we use are from the translation from the Arabic by Hartwig
Hirschfeld, Kitab Al Khazari, by Judah Hallevi (Bernard G. Richards Co., New York,
1927).
11
Maimonides refers to a similar parable (Guide, Part 1, Chapter 46) in a somewhat
different context. Unlike Halevi, however, he asserts: “This is a proof that this country has a ruler and his existence is proved by the well regulated affairs of the country…
the same is the case with the information concerning the Creator given to the ordinary classes of men in all Prophetic books and in the Law.”
9
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20. Al Khazari: How could this bind me while I am not sure if the
justice of the Indian people is natural, and not dependent on their
king, or due to the king or both?
21. The Rabbi: But if his messenger came to you bringing presents
which you know to be only procurable in India, and in the royal palace; accompanied by a letter in which it is distinctly stated from whom
it comes, and to which are added drugs to cure your diseases, to preserve your health, poisons for your enemies, and other means to fight
and kill them without battle; would this make you beholden to him?
22. Al Khazari: Certainly. For this would remove my former doubt
that the Indians have a king. I should also acknowledge that a proof
of his power and dominion has reached me.
This is a two-stage metaphor in which the respondent is presented
in sequence with two somewhat different imaginary situations (parables)
and asked to respond. While in the case of the simple metaphor such as
found in poetry the effect is achieved once the individual grasps the congruity between aspects of the parable and the reality, here the similarity
between the two is obvious and assumed from the start, with the goal
being to perceive the vital difference between the two parables. The specific question asked of Al Khazari is whether, on the basis of what he was
told, he felt impelled to “revere” this King of India. Now why did Halevi
choose this as the primary question? After all, in presenting Judaism to a
non-believer one must first demonstrate that there is a God with the
given attributes before discussing the attitude expected of the individual.
However, at this point in the dialogue, after the presentations of the
Christian scholastic and the Moslem cleric, the existence of God is assumed and indeed both agreed that the most powerful evidence of His
existence was the existence and history of the Jewish people. So, as of
now, the only real contender for the allegiance of Al Khazari is the philosopher with his belief in the God of Aristotle arrived at through discursive reasoning. Therefore, on the basis of the first parable which actually
represents the view of the philosopher, Al Khazari is shown to acknowledge that, although God may exist, no conclusion can be reached as to
His character and therefore no particular attitude can be generated.
However, the Rabbis’ second parable represents the approach of
Judaism, where belief in God is based not upon inferential reasoning but
on direct historical experience. In it, a “letter” (the Torah) addressed
personally (to Israel via prophetic revelation), “signed” by the King, is
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received. It contains information that could only be known to God (the
nature of man and moral standards) and is of great use and benefit to the
recipients (it ensures Israel’s survival). This time Al Khazari replies that,
under these circumstances, he would certainly “be beholden” to the author of the letter and would have a very positive attitude towards the
King. But then, he adds: “this would remove my former doubt that the
Indians have a King!” Belatedly, we are told that, on the basis of the first
parable (speculations of the philosopher), one could not even be certain
that there is a God, let alone develop a relationship. On the other hand,
the single fact of historical revelation gives evidence simultaneously of
God’s existence and His Providence and goodness, which generate reverence and gratitude (and, in the case of Israel, a covenantal relationship).
Halevi’s use of a two-stage metaphor enables him to isolate and then
focus the attention of the reader upon the essential difference between
the efforts of the philosopher and the approach of Judaism. Al Khazari
now understands why the Rabbi, in his opening presentation, referred to
the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob who led them out of Egypt and
sent Moshe with His Torah. The compelling element in the Jewish narrative is that we claim to have received a “special delivery letter” from the
King addressed not “to whom it may concern” but to the People of Israel!

METAPHOR II
In Part II, the discussion turns to the miserable condition of the scattered
People of Israel which the Rabbi concedes is like the “dry bones” of the
vision of Ezekiel (37) which, however, “have retained a trace of vital
power and which can be restored to full health should it be willed by the
living God who keeps us in this present condition of dispersion and exile”
(II:32). The Rabbi continues:
We are not like dead but rather like a sick and attenuated person who has
been given up by the physicians and yet hopes for a miracle in an extraordinary recovery.

A popular prejudice that had only grown stronger since antiquity was
that a truth of any particular belief-system was proportional to the numbers
and riches of its adherents and institutions and its general historical success. By these standards, throughout the Middle Ages the contest was
between Christianity and Islam. Judaism did not even enter into consideration. As Al Khazari says at the beginning of the dialogue:
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I had not intended to ask any Jew because I am aware of their reduced
condition and narrow-minded views, as their misery left them nothing
commendable (I:12).

Therefore, the unfortunate condition of the Jews had to be addressed.
In a rather subtle way, Al Khazari raises this very sensitive question as
to why the People of Israel are in such a sorry state. Known to all, of
course, was the view of both the Hebrew prophets and Christian theologians, “that which has befallen Israel has come to pass on account of its
sins” (II:35). Yet, asks the Khazar king, how are we to understand the
prophetic statement that the nations acknowledge that it is not all because of Israel’s sins but rather “He [Israel] has borne our grief and carried our sorrows” (Is. 43:4), implying that, in some sense, the nations are
responsible for Israel’s condition. To this the Rabbi replies:
Israel amidst the nations is like the heart amidst the organs of the body: it is
at one and the same time the most sick and the most healthy of them (II:36).

The word “heart” (and its equivalent in any natural language) is a very
metaphor-friendly term, first because of its highly important biological
function which, as such, refers to “a hollow muscular organ maintaining
the circulation of the blood by rhythmic contraction and dilation” but
mainly because, since ancient times, the heart was regarded as the center
of thought, feeling and emotion. From the f irst we get metaphors like
“the heart of the matter” and from the second: “change of heart,” “has
no heart,” “a broken heart.” Halevi, in the above citation, chooses to use
the word “heart” in none of these senses. In fact, his primary referent is
not to the heart itself in isolation. Note he does not say “Israel is the heart
of the nations” but rather “Israel is among the nations like the heart is
among the organs of the body,” which is to say “like the relationship of
the heart to the other parts of the body.” It turns out that the analogy
here is in respect to the aspect of sickness and health, a subject which
Halevi, as a practicing physician, was familiar with. In relation to the rest
of the body, the Rabbi tells Al Khazari, the heart, paradoxically, may be
considered at once the most sick and the most healthy organ of them all!
What does that mean? In what sense is that true? Making allowances for
the limitations of medieval medicine, we might say that the heart itself,
because of its life-supporting function, cannot “afford” to be sick for
long. Heart disease or heart dysfunction must be healed quickly or the
entire body dies. Thus, so long as the individual is alive and well, we
can assume that the heart is functioning and in that sense is “healthy,” an
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inference which could not be made regarding other parts of the body. It
is in this special sense that the heart may be considered the “most healthy”
(the heart must remain healthy in order for the individual to remain
alive). On the other hand, its very centrality renders the heart most sensitive to conditions prevailing in other parts of the body, emotionally and
biologically. Conditions such as malnutrition, unusual exertion, depression and high excitement can affect the heart, as can untreated wounds
and clogged arteries. Because the heart is so sensitive it can be considered
the “most sick,” since it reflects not only its own indigenous maladies but
also the ills of the other parts of the body.
So, too, is the People of Israel among the nations of the world. As
a nation, Israel may be said to be morally and spiritually the most
“healthy,” because the “diseases” of idolatry, militarism and wide social
gaps were not permitted to fester in Israel. Once the national frame was
destroyed and the people driven into exile and dispersed, these very
conditions prevented Israel from acquiring these “sicknesses” which so
afflicted the other nations. Thus, while in material terms Israel at the
time was indeed in a miserable condition, this has come about as part of
a larger plan, which is to be a “light unto the nations” (Isaiah 41:6).
Regardless of whether Israel’s condition causes it to be regarded by the
nations as a “praise, name and glory” (Deut. 26:19) or as an “astonishment, proverb or byword” (Deut. 28:37), it teaches the Presence of
God. The survival of Israel as a people is essential for the fruition of
God’s plan for mankind. But, like the heart, it can function properly
only if it remains “disease-free.”
As the Prophet has God saying to Israel: “You alone have I known of
all the families of the earth, therefore will I visit upon you your sins”
(Amos 3:2). Precisely because of Israel’s covenantal relationship to God,
her spiritual illnesses are promptly addressed and, in that sense, excised.
On the other hand, Israel at the very same time is the most “sick” of the
nations because it keeps picking up “diseases” and catching pathologies
from the nations among whom it lives. This can be understood in two
ways. First, there have always been elements among the Jewish people
who have been attracted to the ways of the nations for better or for worse.
In adopting their vices, they often outdid their teachers. In other periods,
the Israelites were pressured by various means to forget and forego their
own heritage and values. Therefore, if Israel is seen to be downtrodden,
although it may be for its own sins that it suffers, Israel’s sins reflect the
sins of others as well.
But Israel being considered the most “sick” can also be understood
in another way. Israel “sensitivity” to the moral condition of society has
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prompted some to compare Israel to a “nerve in the body.” Israel is the
“exposed nerve” of the organism we call mankind. Just as an exposed
nerve in a tooth will cause the individual to feel pain at exposure to extreme cold or heat, so too sharp shifts in the political atmosphere of society to the right or the left will soon in some fashion be felt by the Jew. It
has been suggested that if you wish to take the moral temperature of a
given society, examine the condition of the Jew. In this sense as well,
Israel is the “heart” of mankind. Moral growth or decline in a particular
society registers quickly in terms of their attitude towards Jews. Any objective examination of the history of the Jews in the 20th century will have
to consider this possibility: “It is our grief that he [Israel] has borne and
our sorrows he has carried.”
Halevi was confronted here by the most powerful argument brought
against the Jews and Judaism at that time, which rendered ludicrous any
Jewish claims to legitimacy or any hope for a better future. During their
millennia-long exile, dispersion, and persecution, the Jews had acquired
pariah status. Ingeniously, Halevi finds an analogy which can apparently
elucidate how something can be considered both “most healthy” and
“most sick” at the same time. This enables him to accept the fact of
Israel’s low material condition relative to the other nations and religions,
yet at the same time to show that this condition is compatible with, nay,
even necessitated by, Israel’s central role as “heart” of the nations, maintaining circulation of life-sustaining nutrients and oxygen (moral teachings and reminder of Divine Providence) to all the cells of the organism
(the nations of the world).
METAPHOR III
Early in Part IV, Al Khazari refers again to the “degradation, poverty,
and despair” of the Jews, as having extinguished all traces of the Divine
Influence that may have characterized the lives of the Patriarchs. Here
Halevi faces a most daunting challenge. The fact of the degraded condition of the Jewish people was undeniable, certainly in comparison to the
might and prosperity of Judaism’s “daughter-religions,” Christianity
and Islam, and the nation-states that followed them. Yet Halevi’s faith
assures him not only of his people’s survival but of their restoration and
the ultimate triumph of Torah values. How is one to resolve such contrary beliefs in a credible manner? This time Halevi reaches into the
realm of botany and asks that we consider the process undergone by the
simple seed.
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23. The Rabbi: …This God has a secret and wise design concerning
us which should be compared to the wisdom hidden in the seed
which falls to the ground where it undergoes an external transformation into earth, water and dirt, without leaving a trace for him who
looks down upon it. It is, however, the seed itself which transfers
earth and water into its own substance, carries it from one stage to
another until it refines the elements and transforms them into something like itself, casting off husks, leaves etc. and allowing the pure
core to appear capable of bearing the Divine Influence. The original
seed produces the true bearing fruit resembling that from which it
has been produced.
The Rabbi points to the fact that in the process of germination, what
is actually taking place is the very opposite of what we observe. When the
seed falls to the ground we watch it decompose, lose its original form and
seems to become part of the “earth, water, and dirt” around it. In reality,
however, what is happening is the reverse. It is not the seed that has lost
its identity but rather “a wisdom hidden in the seed” is transforming
earth and water into the seed’s own substance. This proceeds such that,
in the end, the original seed produces out of the surrounding elements a
tree which bears fruit resembling that from which it had come. Here,
then, we have in nature a process in which what appears to be degeneration and decay is really the first step to regeneration and growth. There
seems to be a “wisdom” in the seed which enables it to enlist and absorb
foreign elements and integrate them into its own nature.12
“In the same manner,” says the Rabbi, drawing the analogy from his
metaphor, the Law of Moses carried by Israel throughout their history,
possesses the “wisdom” to often influence those cultures and religious
with which they come into contact. Noting the “abstention from idolatry” and the “energetic declarations of the unity of God’ which much of
the West has adopted, the Rabbi observes:
The nations [religions] serve to introduce and pave the way for the
expected Messiah who is the fruition and they will all become His fruit.13
12
Some, in this regard, point to the addition to the genetic origins of the Davidic
strain of “outside elements” such as Tamar, a Canaanite woman as the mother of Peretz
(Gen. 38:29), and Ruth, a Moabite woman as the mother of Oved, as providing a
more universalistic source and character to the persona of the Messiah.
13
Maimonides followed a similar approach. See Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot Melakhim
11:4 (uncensored text).
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Then if they acknowledge Him they will become one tree. Then they will
revere their origin which they formerly despised.

This image of the seed drawing into itself various elements from the
earth into which it has fallen and making it part of its own dynamic process of germination is a powerful and profound metaphor of the role of
the dispersed Jews throughout their history. In terms of the immediate
problem posed by Al Khazari, the metaphor suggests that what appears to
be the “degeneration” of Israel does not at all mean the loss of the “Divine Influence” or the weakening of its spiritual creativity and religious
energy. It is rather a phase in the process of germination. This enables the
Rabbi to see Christianity and Islam in the perspective of Jewish historiography not as rivals but as “paving the way for the Messiah.” That is, they
have made half the planet familiar with Jewish concepts such as “final redemption,” hymn-singing as prayer, a seventh day of rest, one universal
Creator God. The metaphor of the seed also suggests that the very dispersal of the Jews, their very loss of the national-frame and Temple service, set free various elements of Torah thought to develop in interaction
with ideas encountered among the Jews’ host cultures. Sometimes these
mutated to breed “monster” ideologies which led to social disasters.
However, it is the Prophetic vision that ultimately some of these “shoots”
from the Jewish seed, in interaction with the world’s best scientific and
philosophic insights, will be absorbed to become the Messianic Tree
which will turn out to be some sort of combination of the Tree of Life
and the Tree of Knowledge.

CONCLUSION
In the course of our examination, we have seen that metaphors may be
simple or complex and their uses may range from the aesthetic to the
cognitive. However, the underlying mechanism remains the same: taking
a word, a phrase, an action, or a relationship that has a well-known meaning in its usual context and using it in a completely different setting, suggesting that in a very specific and limited sense it fits here as well. In
Metaphor I, Halevi’s task was to show how the Jewish narrative offers
better evidence for God than those offered either by the other religions
or the philosopher. He does this by switching the issue first from that of
belief in the existence of a deity to that of belief in the existence of an
earthly ruler and then from that of belief in his existence to the question
of one’s attitude towards the object of one’s belief. The crucial difference
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between the two parables, and hence the unique feature of the Jewish
narrative, becomes apparent immediately. Metaphor II is rather subtle
and seems somewhat strained. While one does not have to be a cardiologist to agree that the heart is the most vital and sensitive of our organs, it
takes some thought to appreciate the sense in which it might be considered both the most “healthy” and the “most sick.” Nevertheless, the
analogy is illuminating because the people Israel are also both “sick” and
“healthy” in a very special sense.14 In Metaphor III, the analogy is quite
striking. Indeed, we are all familiar with the generation of a seed but not
many of us ever thought of it as a case where the latent power within a
small decomposing entity uses the very conditions contributing to its decay to rejuvenate and produce fruit “to its own kind.”
There was a popular itinerant preacher in the Ukraine in the 18th
century known as the Dubner Maggid (from the city of Dubno) by the
name of Ya’akov, who was renowned for his wonderfully intricate stories
or parables by which he was able to illustrate and make understandable
the most difficult Biblical verses. When asked for the source of his innumerable stories which seemed to fit so well the particular situation under
discussion, the Dubner replied with a parable:
Once while on the road a man came across an archer who was practicing
shooting his arrows and noticed on the firing range, a row of targets each
with an arrow in the dead center! Amazed at the archer’s skill, the man
asked him for the secret of his prowess. Smiling, the archer replied: “It is
quite simple, you see, first I shoot the arrow and then I draw the target
around it!”

That is to say, the Dubner invented his parables to fit the idea he wished
to illustrate.
In considering the three metaphors used by Halevi, it appears that the
first (Metaphor I) was of the Dubner type. That is, Halevi custom-built
his metaphor to fit his idea of the unique element in Judaism regarding
the public-experiential origin of Israel’s covenant- relationship with God.
While the similarity of the theological question of the existence of God to
that of whether a particular country has a ruler is obvious and was often
used, Halevi’s innovation was to see that Judaism was in effect claiming
to have received a “personal letter” from the ruler! However, in the case
of Metaphor II and III, the problem was such that to invent a metaphor
14
Recall Prov. 4:23: “Above all that you guard, watch over your heart; For it is the
source of life.”
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would not have helped. Halevi had to show that situations similar to that
of Israel’s almost paradoxical condition — of “being both the most
healthy and the sickest” and where “degeneration is a preparation for
renewal” — actually existed in the real world. That Yehuda Halevi found
them in the metaphor of the “heart” and the “seed” is testimony to his
genius and not least to his poetic imagination.
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